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Special Thanks to Mr. Hendricks, Phoenix High School and 

Mr. Mileson, Park Middle School, both retired with 70+ 

years of providing students with hands-on flearning. Also, 

thanks to previous students who have given great ideas on 

how to make this a better educational experience.   

Where Fun mixes with Learning. 

Let’s get FLEARNING. 

Student Name ____________  Class Period ______ 1/22 edition 

http://www.kelvin.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Store_Code=k&Screen=PROD&Product_Code=841294
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCKTf8fXf3sgCFZabiAodHU0Hlg&url=http://foo-gos.com/2012/04/13/eggs-crash-test-dummies/&psig=AFQjCNFh_pMFcnywj9m7b782rFZes-DWrQ&ust=1445901199847019
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjro_X0k_DPAhVJ5GMKHQG-CNwQjRwIBw&url=https://www.parsons.com/markets/infrastructure/Pages/bridge-tunnel.aspx&psig=AFQjCNGNyWgBPoHLc8G2I6-yyjnS_k17-A&ust=1477285552829746
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So What Does STEAM mean? 
 

 

 

We will explore the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math behind every project.  Wait don’t Panic.  

What is: 

 SCIENCE?  Science is the study of knowledge of the natural world.   

  You can use books, magazine, the internet, people and your own observations/thinking. 

 

 TECHNOLOGY? You use tools to research, design, build or present the knowledge. 

  This can be a ruler, computer, 3-D printer, power tool, a pencil, your hands, etc.. 

 

 ENGINEERING? With a team design, construct, test, redesign, improve and/or use you solution. 

  Take the knowledge of the science and technology to solve a problem/task. 

 

 MATHEMATICS? Math is the science of numbers, patterns, quantities and space.  

  Math is a tool to help us make our best final creation.  

  It helps us measure what we want to know.  

 

 

So what is the ‘A’ in STEAM?  It is ART! 

 ART is the expression of human (that’s you!) creative skills and imagination into your FLEARN 
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This Class Explained 

The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve 

their own problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, 

teammates and tools. 

In a nutshell (as in summary) 

You, or you and your team, will have real-life based challenges 

(FLEANS 1 to 8) to complete with set materials, tools available to 

use, competition rules and a deadline to complete the project.  If 

you and your team finish early then you can get working on your CHOICE 

FLEARNS, which are projects that you get to choose to work on individually or 

with a partner.  

So what does Mr. Brager do in this class? 

It is my goal to do the least lecturing I can and have you do the most building/making that you 

can.   I am here to help answer questions, or better yet help YOU figure out how to answer your 

own questions.   I check out materials, make sure everyone follows the safety rules, show how to 

properly use the tools, help coordinate the set-up and the end-of-class cleaning, keep your attendance and to remove 

students who are interfering with others (yes Make Your Day is still in effect).    I also repair the machines, provide 

supplies and help as you need.   Mr. Brager’s job is more like an Engineering Shop Supervisor.  

 

What do we do with this book?  This book does not leave the classroom. 
This book was made to organize your experience in this classroom so that you know exactly when your 

projects are due, what you need to do to get your grades and help explain why and how to 

complete your FLEARNS.  This means all you need to bring is a pencil to this class.  Leave all 

binders, coats, hats, and so on near the front door, or in your locker, of this classroom.   

We will go over how and when phones can be used in this classroom.   

 

Computer Use:  Computers may be used to research or complete projects.  This means you can use YouTube and other 

websites.  There are three rules on the computers: 

1. The computer usage is strictly for classroom projects (no free-time, or off topic usage). 

2. Do not go anyplace inappropriate. If you are not sure if something is appropriate or 

not, then IT IS NOT! 
3. If something inappropriate comes up, get out of it quickly without making a big deal about it and let Mr. Brager 

know.  He has the ability to check your computer logs, if necessary. 

 

Violation of this results in loss of computer usage in this classroom.  Mr. Brager may choose additional 

consequences.  Sounds harsh, but we do not want to lose your computers.  

 

Is this teacher Crazy?   I hope 

so, since crazy can be defined 

as extremely enthusiastic. 

Blah, Blah 

Blah 
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Mr. Brager wants to give you the least amount of 

information for you to be successful.  If you are 

getting frustrated remember to ask questions.   

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjOwcq78O_PAhVCx1QKHR1iBXEQjRwIBw&url=http://wilkes.discoveryeducation.com/balbright/category/grad-assignments/inquiry-based-learning/&psig=AFQjCNH79-tpbGVW9mB8RjvdnYK-OkFP3w&ust=1477276098047418
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwito4HO8O_PAhVnwFQKHcinCEsQjRwIBw&url=https://wisertodayandstilllearning.wordpress.com/tag/inquiry-based-learning/&psig=AFQjCNH79-tpbGVW9mB8RjvdnYK-OkFP3w&ust=1477276098047418
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Safety Rules 

The Big Ones (in order of concern) 

1. Use tools for what they are designed.   The number one cause of injury is someone not using the tool properly. For 

example, do not pry with cutting blades.  The blade can break and flies into your face.  If you have not been given a 

safety training on the tool, then you may not use that tool, until you have the training.  Everyone must test on (with 

100% accuracy) before being able to use the tool.    

2. No horseplay, running, standing on tables or chairs, throwing objects or pushing of others.  

 Duh, did I really have to say that one?  Can I call this one, “Don’t do stupid stuff in this room?” 

3. When using any tool (or watching someone do it) you must were safety glasses, shield or goggles.  

 Flying objects can blind or kill if not protected and we still can’t replace eyeballs.  

4. Lanyards and dangling jewelry is removed when you enter class at ALL TIMES. 

 You do not want to be pulled into the machine your using and lanyards are in the way anyways.  

5. Long Hair and loose clothing must be secured and out of the way.   

 You still do not want to be pulled into the machine or have your hair ripped out.  

6.  NEVER cut toward your or anyone’s skin or body.   

 Blood needs to stay in your body not all over the place.  

7. Keep fingers at least 2 inches clear of blades.  If you need to use clamps or a wood pusher, USE IT.  

 We also like to have you leave with the same number of fingers that you came with. 

8. The hot items are HOT (soldering pencils, foam cutters and welding items) so don’t burn yourself. 

 Duh again, the hot items are hot and they burn, therefore ”Don’t do stupid stuff in this room.” 

9. Keep your work space clear of tools you are not using and keep the floor clear of scraps and tools.  

 Sprained ankles, falling injuries and such really are not as much fun as people tell you.   

10. Covered Shoes must be worn at all times.  You cannot use tools when you have open-toe shoes (this means I can see 

your toes or any part of your foot).  Shoes protect your feet in a shop.  

11. (Power Tool Rule) Blade must come to a COMPLETE stop before adjusting machine or taking small pieces of wood 

away from blade. 

 Failure to follow safety rules may result in loss of use of tools, or body parts.  

Other consequences can be chosen by Mr. Brager to ensure a safe classroom, 

including removal from class.  

 

 

 

Safety Tip 42: 

Don’t mess with other’s 

projects, remember they 

might have a hammer handy. 

Also don’t hit others with 

hammers. 

 

WARNING:  Mr. Brager finds no humor in any safety violations 

and does not give warnings.   Wait, isn’t this is a warning? 
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SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS 

You have shown understanding and passed the safety certification for the following tools: 

 Tools      Test Passed? 

□  General Classroom Safety   ----------- 

□  Hand Tool Cart    ------------ 

□  Cordless Drill/Hand Sander  Demo  

□  Foam Cutter     ------------ 

□  Glue Gun     ------------ 

 

  

Safety Violations 

Students who are discovered to be purposely using the tool wrong and in an unsafe manner will be required to write a 

safety violation slip. Failure to follow safety rules may result in loss of certification of the tool, parent conference or 

removal from class.   

 

All injuries are to be reported immediately to Mr. Brager regardless 

how small.  Splinters, nicks and sometimes minor burns are common in construction and use of tools.  Reporting 

of injuries is important to help create a safer classroom and include emphasis/modifications to safety videos and 

certification process.   Students have actually injured themselves more by not treating the burn or wounds.  Mr. Brager 

or the nurse can help you get taken care of.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hot Tool Safety Quiz 
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HOW YOU ARE GRADED 

1.  FLEARN 1 (Learning to use each hand tool) 50 Possible Points  ___________________ 

2.  FLEARN 2 (Constructing Your Name)  100 Possible Points  ___________________ 

3.  FLEARN 3 (Bridge breakers)    100 Possible Points  ___________________ 

4.  FLEARN 4 (Mag-Lev Vehicles Challenge)   100 Possible Points  ___________________ 

5. FLEARN 5 (10 Second Marble Maze)  100 Possible Points  ___________________  

6. FLEARN 6 (Crash Test Omelet)    100 Possible Points  ___________________ 

7.  FLEARN 7 (Solar Racer)    100 Possible Points  ___________________ 

8.  FLEARN 8 (Snap Electronics 1)   100 Possible Points _____________________ 

9.  MINI FLEARN 1     25 Possible Points  _____________________ 

10.  Side FLEARNS     50 Possible Points  _____________________ 

11.  Challenge Week 1    25 Possible Points  _____________________ 

12.  Safety Tests     50 Possible Points ______________________ 

  

 

 

 

 

Grading Scale (school default scale)     

A  = 93% to 100% 

A- = 90% to 93% 

B+ = 87% to 89% 

B  = 84% to 88% 

B- = 80% to 83% 

C+ = 77% to 79% 

C  = 74% to 76% 

C- = 70% to 73% 

D+ = 67% to 69% 

D  = 60% to 66% 

F  = Below 60%  

  

 

 

WARNING:  As you complete FLEARNS grades will be 

posted in the computer.  Students who have grades 

lower than a C will require parent notification if not 

improved within one week of the grading.  

WHAT IS A MINI FLEARN?    Great question, Mr. Brager (remember he is crazy… um er.. enthusiastic) 

has some one-day challenges that he will have you do to mix things up a bit, or because the weather 

turns nice or for some reason that makes absolutely no sense.  He is weird that way, I won’t tell him 

that if you don’t. 

ANY USE OF PEN or colored 

pencil results in loss of 10% of 

your grade.  

Grades are calculated as: 

 10% for safety tests 

 80% for Flearns/Write-ups 

 10% for paperwork, other assessments  
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SKILLS VERSUS TASKS VERSUS PROJECTS 

Skill:  The ability to do something well. 

Task:  A piece of the work to be done. 

Project: The end goal of tasks and skills being used.  

 

Having the ability to do something is a ________________.  Using that ability to actually do it is a 

___________.  Doing all the tasks and you end up with a finished _____________. 

 

 

Making a longboard is a  ____________.  Being able to sand the wood and make it smooth is a ______.  

Actually, sanding the board is a _________.   

Some of the skills we learn in here.  

Mr. Brager is going to try to help you safely increase your skills, by providing you opportunities to complete 

tasks to make finished projects.  You are being graded on these skills more than the project.   These skills 

include: 

Work Based    People Based    Technology Based 

Measuring    Teamwork     Research 
Cutting     Sportsmanship    Computer Assisted Drawing 
Sanding    Questioning     Phone usage in work 
Gluing     Discussion versus arguing   elearning (youtube…) 
Drafting    Critical Thinking    Basics of programming 
Hand Tool Usage   Problem solver    Foam modeling 
Shop Safety 
 
  SOFT versus Hard Skills 
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Learn to Measure the Builder Way 

In science they use metric (millimeters, centimeters and so on) in construction we use the US customary 

measurement system (inches, feet and so on). 

Before we start our first FLEARN we need to practice using the tape measure.  INCOMING! Mr. Brager has a 

lesson/PowerPoint/poster/videos on how to properly measure.  

Using the tape measure, determine to the nearest 1/16th of an inch for the below shapes both length and 

width. 

   __________ 

 

 

        _______ 

 

 

________ 

 

   

    ___________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring Lumber Thickness (T), Width (W) and Length (L) (Actual versus Nominal)  ‘ and “ 

Object A:  T________ x W_______ x L_________ 

Object B:  T________ x W_______ x L_________ 

Object C:  T________ x W_______ x L_________ 

Why that precise?  Great 

question.  If you can’t measure 

and cut wood this precise your 

project will never fit together 

right, you will waste wood and 

get frustrated.  

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

 

 

 

Part 1:  Purpose:  The purpose of this FLEARN is for students to learn: 

1. How the safety training works in this classroom.  

2. How FLEARNS and CHOICE FLEARNS are set up in this booklet. 

3. How to get materials for this and future FLEARNS. 

4. What each tool does and how to properly use the tools. 

5. How wood has grain and how to cut wood properly. 

Part 2:  Description of FLEARN. 

Students will take a piece of scrap and write their name and class period on the wood.  They will then use each tool from 

the hand tool cart and show what it does to the wood when used properly.  The student will write the name of each tool 

on the wood and show where it was used.   

Part 3: Tools available for project. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:   All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

Part 4: Safety  

You must be certified on all hand tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool 

the consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or 

watching all safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.  

 

PART 5: Materials Needed 

 

1. You will need a piece of scrap wood provided by Mr. B.  The wood is intentionally smaller than you would work on so 

you learn how to use the bar clamps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Learning Each Hand Tool

STUDENT TO STUDENT SAFETY TIPS: 

The most common injuries are small nicks 

from grabbing saws by the blades, splinters 

by grabbing the wood wrong.  
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PART 6: DIRECTIONS TO BUILD: (Video: FLEARN 1:  Using the Hand Tools and Clamps) 
 

1.  Use the following tools on the wood to make a cut, mark, line or groove. 

o Coping saw 

o Rafter’s angle (Make a 30 Degree Line) 

o Carpenter’s square (make a right angle) 

o Miter saw and miter box (don’t cut all the way through the wood),  

o Hand rip saw (don’t cut all the way through) 

o Flat and round rasp 

o Flat and round file 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Claw Hammer (not to be used 

for this FLEARN) Miter Saw Hand rip saw 

 

Files and rasps 

Carpenters square 

Rafter angle square 

Coping saw 
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Why do we do a write-up?  Let us go over what is a complete sentence. 

 

Part 7.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 

 

• Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing 

this FLEARN again. (an answer of “nothing” is worth no points) 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any SKILL you learned in your lifetime outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A skill is one particular ability 

you used, like gluing, 

teamwork, measuring, using 

the chisel, and so on.  

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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Part 1:  Purpose:  The purpose of this FLEARN is for students to learn: 

1. What is a safety meeting and why it is important?   

2. How FLEARNS are set up in this booklet. 

3. To properly measuring your project. 

4. How wood has grain and how to cut wood properly. 

5. How to glue and sand wood working projects. 

6. What is expected in their reflections.  

Part 2:  Description of FLEARN. 

Students will make a nameplate with their first name.  This is their real name (the name Mr. Brager usually calls them in 

class).  Students will properly measure, cut, sand, glue on letters, and finish their nameplate.  After you finish and your 

nameplate is graded then you can paint them.  

Part 3: Tools available for project. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:   All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

Part 4: Safety Meeting and Preparation.  

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or 

watching all safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.  

 

PART 5: Materials Needed 

1. You will need the wood letters for each letter in your first name and the first letter of your last name.  Find them and 

store them in a Ziplock bag with your name and class period written on the bag.  

2. You will need one piece of 1x4 pine board.  The length of the board is determined by the number of letters that you 

are using.   

 

Take the number of letters in your first name and multiply it by 1.5 inches to get the length.  (Lets do this together) 

 

 Number of Letters in my first name is:  ______________ 

 Times 1.5 inches      X  1 ½  inches 

 Length I need to cut the boards is: ______________ 

 

Get a board at least as long as your total above.  You must cut it exactly to the total you show above.  

 

 Constructing and Deconstructing Your Name

The learning goal of this class is for 

students to safely learn to solve 

their own problems, projects, tasks 

and questions using technology, 

teammates and tools. 
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PART 6: DIRECTIONS TO BUILD: (Video: Nameplate Glue Letters) 

 

1. Cut the board to the exact length that is 1 ½ inches times the number of letters you are using.  Mark your cutting line 

using a pencil using a carpenter square.  

 

2. Write your name and class period number on the back of the 

piece of wood. 

 

3. Sand edges using _120_ grit first, then smooth the wood using _220_ grit.  Mr. Brager will put on a sanding mini demo 

to show you how.  

 

4. In the space below plan your nameplate BEFORE you start.  

 

 
 

5. Choose the side you want to place the letters.   Look at video for ideas if you do not remember the demo.  

 

6. Place a dime size drop of glue on the square piece of cardboard, glue and place each letter as demonstrated.  

Head back to the video if you forgot how.  Use a scraper if needed to remove excess glue. CLEAN-UP! 

 

7. (NEXT DAY) If needed, once glue is dry use _220_ grit sandpaper to LIGHTLY sand the letters and remainder of the 

nameplate.   

 

8. On the computer find what your name means and it’s origin and write it on the back of your wood.  In Google.com 

type in “where did (your name) originate?’  Or ‘what does the name (your name) mean’.   Do not use the Urban 

dictionary, as it only gives you slang.  

 

9. Finish the following reflection and self-grading, then show you project to Mr. Brager to get it graded.  THEN, you can 

paint your project at the painting table.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measure twice, cut once is 

a motto in a wood shop.   

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjimZ78kO3PAhVXwGMKHae5DswQjRwIBw&url=http://laurentlazard.com/media/Funny-Animated-Clip-Art.html&psig=AFQjCNE5l9uRa0mJvGcuwIUvKKNMn9ZMYg&ust=1477181721519659
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Part 7.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 

• Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you 

could have done better if you were doing this FLEARN again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned in your lifetime outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shoddy (poor quality and rushed) work  

 

Work done in a hurried manner that does not reflect your best work does not have to be accepted by Mr. Brager.  In this 

case expect a very low grade, but you are given the “opportunity” to redo the project.  

 

 

Only write in pencil 
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Research using each other, 

parents, computers, look at 

natures, observe around you.  

Think about how things work. 

 

Write or draw ideas or a 

drawing of what you think 

will work.  

 

This saves a lot of expensive 

materials and your time. 

Write ideas or make 

drawings of what you think 

will work.  

 

Then make a prototype (a 

model of what you think will 

work)  

 

Test your prototype, discuss 

it, think about it, 

change/improve your design 

and build it again, but with 

the final materials.   

 

Keep testing, redesigning and 

thinking until you either run 

out of time, or have your 

project finished to your 

team’s satisfaction.   
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? 
Working in a team can be great, be ok, or even a disaster.  Working cooperatively is an important skill that needs to be 

discussed and experienced.  

There are somethings that are typical for all teams and let us discuss them 
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Before using materials it is important to plan how the materials will be cut, put together, or used.   This saves you time, 

saves materials (money) and reduces frustration.  Once you have researched what you are going to do you should make 

a drawing to show what you have planned.  In this class the goal is for your design drawings to have: 

1. An accurate top view.  This is the view looking straight down on the object. 

2. An accurate side view.  This is the view looking at the object straight on from the side.  

3. As many details as possible.  Your drawing should include details like different materials, rubber bands 

and so on.  

4. Labels when needed.  If your drawing is not clear then it should have written labels. 

5. THE SAME SCALE (The Biggie)  The top and side views should be based on the same size model.  

 

TOP VIEW is looking straight down on the object       SIDE VIEW is looking straight from the side of the object  

Do your best and get better each time. 

HINTS: 

1. Make sure you have room before 

starting your drawings. 

2. Use a ruler for straight lines. 

3. Make your initial lines lightly.  

Each box represents a unit of measure.  

Therefore, each square represents the same 

size as the square next to it.  It could be 1 

cm x 1 cm, or 1 inch x 1 inch, or 1 mile by 1 

mile. 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

Adapted from Mr. Jeff Hanan’s unit at Desert Hills Middle School. 

 

PART 1:  THE PROBLEM 

You and your team have been given the task to build a prototype bridge for across Chinook Falls.  This bridge must span 

the width of chinook falls, be able to have the Big Rock Semi roll across.  However, due to budget restrictions you have a 

limited amount of material available to you, making this much more challenging than normal.   The team that makes the 

lightest bridge that holds the most weight wins the contract to build the real bridge. 

 

PART 2:  THE PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this team activity is for students to take an assigned problem/challenge and complete the following: 

a) Research bridges and bridge building. 

b) Discuss and Design your bridge and the limited amount of materials available to you.  

c) Build and test it 

d) Redesign  

e) Rebuild or fine tune 

f) Test and prepare to present. 

g) Debriefing: Presentation of skills and knowledge learned 

h) Then we will build a full size one (JUST KIDDING, or am I?) 

 

Team building and cooperation skills are an important part of this activity.  

 

PART 3: DESIGN CRITERIA 

 

Your Bridge must: 

• Be safe and low cost (made out of the materials provided) 

• Less than 250 popsicle sticks (if over you cannot test your bridge) 

• Be long enough to span the bridge tester (Chinook Falls) 

• Be reliable (Not break with 20 pounds of weight) 

• Big Rock Semi must be rolled across your bridge. 

• BONUS POINTS: Your team has the highest load mass to bridge mass ratio 

 

PART 4: DESIGN TEAM 

 

The design team can be two or three people.  More than one bridge can be made in each team, but only one is used for 

the final grading.   People who decide to work by themselves lose 20% of the possible points for this activity.  

 

 

 

 

  Bridge Breaking

STUDENT TO STUDENT SAFETY TIPS: 

Wear the safety glasses as stuff flies around.  
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PART 5: TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR FLEARN. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:    

a) All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

PART 6: SAFETY  

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or 

watching all safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.   

 

PART 7:  RESEARCH PHASE 

You and your team are to research bridges (real ones) and bridge building. Write below anything you learned that might 

help you make your bridge.  KEYWORDS that might help: “bridge designs, high school bridge breaking” 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PART 8:  DESIGN PHASE 

You and your team are to research (Head to the computers if you want) what you want your bridge to look like and draw 

it below with two views from the top and from the side. Include dimensions (lengths 

of each side and feature).  

 

 
 

Each person should have a drawing in their book for grading purposes. 

 

PART 9: MATERIALS NEEDED 

 

After teacher review and ok of design drawing your team should get:  

 

a) Draw a full size (1:1 scale) drawing on a large sheet of paper.  

b) Figure out what materials you are going to need and weigh them.  Are they below the allowed weight limit.  

 

Remember:  The team with the best ratio of bridge load-to-bridge mass  

is the winner.  But what does that mean? 
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PART 11: ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 

 

In class or at home you can work to earn additional points for yourself by: 

 

A. (35 points). Research why the Tacoma Narrows bridge collapsed in 1940 and make sure you understand each 

word you use (example; aeroelastic flutter).  Explain what engineers learned from this collapse. 

B.  (25 Points) Write a creative story from the perspective that you are the driver of Big Rock Semitruck and you 

have to drive it over the brand new bridge.  (This needs to be a minimum 2 pages double space typed) 

C. (# points depends) Write a Poem about time travel.  

D. (one point for each vocabulary word) Make a crossword puzzle using a crossword puzzle maker.  The words 

must relate to this unit, be correctly spelled and have the correct definition.  

E. (25 points) Take pictures as you build and make a stop animation, .gif or Photostory 3 on the construction of 

bridge.  

F. (20 points)  Make PowerPoint on how people traveled before bridges. 

G. (Up to 50 points) Make a 3D model of your bridge using Lego Digital Designern or Sketch-up. 

H. (25 points) Make a quick 30 second to 1 minute advertisement video for engineering company.  (5 bonus points 

if it is selected to be shown in the cub report).  

I. Have another related project you want to do?  Ask Mr. Brager 

 

Be prepared to present your project to the class.  The alternative projects can be done (and points earned) until the last 

day of the quarter.  

 

PART 11: Testing Your Bridge 

You and your team can test your bridge when:  

• It can span the Chinook Falls. 

• It Is under the allowable weight 

• It can allow Big Rock Semi to roll along it 

 

PART 12: Successful bridge DATA Analysis  

 

Collect the following data right before successfully testing your bridge:   

  

 A:  Total Mass of your bridge: ___________________ 

 

 B:  Did Big Rock Semi make it across safely?  ___________(required for full points) 

  

 Worksheet: 
What was the mass of the load (how much the bridge could carry) _______________grams 

Divided by  

What was the mass of your bridge?    ____________grams 

 equals 

 So what is your total Load-to-Bridge ratio?   __________________ 

        
Is a bigger load-to-bridge ratio better or worse? ______________________________________  

How much did your bridge 

hold before it broke? 

 

___________ Pounds 

Online: Convert to grams 

How many grams is this? 

_________________grams  
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PART 13.  REFLECTION (Do this on your own)  (You are to write using complete sentences for full credit.) 

• Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing 

this FLEARN again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned in your lifetime outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

 

 

 

Adapted from Mr. Hendricks, Phoenix High School’s: Mag-Lev Vehicle Challenge 

 

PART 1:  THE PROBLEM 

 

High traffic volumes and environmental concerns (pollution from cars, 

buses, trains, and trucks) all over the Tri-Cities has made the local governments to look at better ways of transportation.  

One possible solution being considered is to design and construct a high-speed rail system to transport people and 

goods around the Tri-City area.  

 

Your engineering company has received a call for a proposal to design and test the feasibility of a fixed route magnetic 

levitated vehicle for possible use on the proposed high speed rail system.  

 

PART 2:  THE PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this team activity is for students to take an assigned problem/challenge and complete the following: 

a) Research about Magnetic Levitating cars. 

b) Design a car 

c) Build and test a car 

d) Redesign a car 

e) Rebuild or fine tune the car 

f) Test and race the final car 

g) Debriefing: Presentation of skills and knowledge learned 

 

Team building and cooperation skills are an important part of this activity.  

 

PART 3: DESIGN CRITERIA 

 

Magnetic Levitation Vehicle must: 

• Be safe and low cost (no longer than 6 inches) 

• Be reliable (Be able to run the ramp 3 times without breaking) 

• Travel under its own power (Will be starting at top of ramp and let go) 

• Be capable of high speeds (Fastest one wins ☺) 

 

PART 4: DESIGN TEAM (WHY NOT A BIGGER TEAM?)  

 

The design team can be two or three people.  More than one vehicle can be made, but only one is used for the final 

race.   People who decide to work by themselves lose 20% of the possible points for this activity.  

 

 

 Mag-Lev Vehicles Challenge
STUDENT TO STUDENT SAFETY TIPS: 

The most common injuries are getting hot 

glue on our fingers, or pushing the magnet 

down into the glue.  Get the hot glue off 

immediately and get it under cool water.  
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PART 5: TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR FLEARN. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:   (safety glasses are required) 

a) All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

b) Scissors/Sheers  

c) Foam Cutter (Very Hot) 

d) Glue Gun (Very Hot) 

PART 4: SAFETY PLAN  

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or 

watching all safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.   

  

PART 5:  RESEARCH AND DESIGN PHASE 

 

You and your team are to research (Head to the computers if you want) what you want your car to look like and draw it 

below with two views from the top and from the side. Include dimensions (lengths of each side and feature).  If it helps 

get a foam block to look at.  

 

1. Make your rough idea sketch here BEFORE YOU BUILD.  

  TOP  VIEW       SIDE VIEW 
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PART 6: MATERIALS NEEDED 

 

Your team should get: 

a) Two foam blocks 

b) Cardboard as needed 

c) Sheers (to cut cardboard) 

d) Glue gun (if you need a glue stick ask Mr. Brager) 

e) four magnets 

 
PART 7: ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 

In class or at home you can work to earn additional points for yourself, or as a team, by: 

 

A. (30 points) Using Google Earth, design a route for the MAG-LEV Train around the Tri-Cities including new bridges 

needed and explain why you would choose this route.  

B. (25 Points) Research and make a PowerPoint/Prezi on High Speed Rail Systems, Mag-Lev Transportation 

Systems, History of the Railroad Industry or Future Fixed Route Transportation Systems.  

C. (20 Points) Write a creative story that involves transportation or high speed rail systems, min. 2 pages typed.  

D. (# points depends) Write a Poem about your vehicle or design team.  

E. (one point for each vocabulary word) Make a crossword puzzle using a crossword puzzle maker.  The words 

must relate to this unit, be correctly spelled and have the correct definition.  

F. (15 points) Take pictures as you build and make a stop animation or Photostory 3 on the construction of your 

Mag-Lev Vehicle.  

G. (25 points)  Make a rap, musical jingle or short song to promote your mage lev prototype to the world.  

H. (25 points) Create a unique, clever and catchy advertising flyer (tri-fold) for your mag-lev prototype. 

I. (25 points) Make a quick 30 second to 1 minute advertisement video for your vehicle.  (5 bonus points if it is 

selected to be shown in the cub report).  

J. Have another related project you want to do?  Ask Mr. Brager 

 

Be prepared to present your project to the class.  The alternative projects can be done (and points earned) until the last 

day of the quarter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINT: Look at the width 

of the track, how far 

apart the magnets are 

and the two example 

cars. 
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After you make your final vehicle you are to draw it again TOP and SIDE VIEW 

 

 

Detailed Drawing 

On This Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make a detailed and as accurate as possible drawing above.    Each person of the team must make a drawing in their 

book for grading purposes.  

 

PART 8: RACE DAY (VROOM VROOM) 

  

WHEN WE RACE: 

On the day we do races you and your team need to do the following to earn full points. 

• Be ready when it is your turn to race. 

• Work together and talk using positive words. 

• Cheer others successes and never tease other failures. 

• Participate with paying polite attention even when it is not your turn to race. 

• Have a question, ask it.   

• If you see something you really like on another car, let them know. 

Life Hack:  Being 

a good sport 

leads to more 

friends.   

To
p

 V
ie

w
                             Sid

e
 V

ie
w
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PART 9: BUILD AND TEST YOUR VEHICLE 

 

Is there anything that you notice that could make your vehicle go faster?  Make the change 

and see what happens.  If you need more foam get a piece or two and make some different 

models and race them.  

 

PART 10: RACE DAY DATA 

 

Collect the following data before racing:  

 

 Name of Car  (Write the name on the top of the car): ________________ 

  

 Total Mass of Vehicle ___________________ 

 

 Front of car to Center of Mass point is __________ cm  (Watch the demonstration or video of this) 

 

PART 11.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 
Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing this FLEARN 

again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned doing this in the future, outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

WHAT IS CENTER OF MASS?  I am glad 

you asked.  Watch for Mr. Brager’s 

mini demo on why this is important 

and how to figure it out.  

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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Remember if you did this without a group 

(aka solo) then you lose 20 points!  The 

most you can earn is 80 points on this 

FLEARN. 
Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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Adapted from a lesson by Tom Mileson, Park Middle School Technology Teacher, Retired.  

 

PART 1:  THE PROBLEM 

As a team of secret agents on a special mission, currently hiding in the woods,  you have need to make a clock so that 

you can keep track of time without electricity after your last digital clock is about to run out of power.  This will allow 

you to be able to complete your mission of infiltrating the enemy position at the right time in a coordinated attack with 

the other teams of secret agents.   Bad news, if you are too early, your team is wiped out, and if you are too late, even 

worse, the other agents will laugh at you after they have already destroyed the enemy.  

 

Luckily for you have a few tools (sheers, and a full tool cart), an infinite number of marbles, foam, sticks (popsicle sticks) 

tree sap (that looks just like glue gun glue) and some cardboard to make your clock.   When the marble enters your 

device it must take 10 seconds exactly for it to fall out the bottom.   

 

PART 2:  THE PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this team activity is for students to take an assigned problem/challenge and complete the following: 

a) Research about non-electric clocks (pendulum, water, mechanical, incense, candle) 

b) Discuss and Design your 10 second maze drop/clock 

c) Build and test it 

d) Redesign  

e) Rebuild or fine tune 

f) Test and prepare to present. 

g) Debriefing: Presentation of skills and knowledge learned 

 

Team building and cooperation skills are an important part of this activity.  

 

PART 3: DESIGN CRITERIA 

 

Your Marble Maze must: 

• Be safe and low cost (no sharp edges or exploding parts) 

• Cannot be touched once you drop the marble into the maze 

• Be reliable (Be able to run more than 3 times without breaking) 

• Be accurate (have the marble fall out after 10 seconds) 

• Must be totally stored in a bin and not hang over the edges  (This impacts your grade) 

 
PART 4: DESIGN TEAM 

 

The design team can be two or three people.  More than one maze can be made, but only one is used for the final 

grading.   People who decide to work by themselves lose 20% of the possible points for this activity.  

 

 

 

 

  10 SECOND MAZE CLOCK

STUDENT TO STUDENT SAFETY TIPS: 

Careful with the hot glue gun.  

Especially around your partner’s 

hands.  
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PART 5: TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR FLEARN. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:    

a) All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

b) Scissors and sheers  

c) Foam Cutter (Very Hot) 

d) Glue Gun (Very Hot and Sticky) 

PART 6: SAFETY PLAN AND SAFETY VIDEOS TO WATCH PRIOR TO MATERIALS BEING ISSUED. 

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or 

watching all safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.  

 

PART 7:  RESEARCH PHASE 

You and your team are to research (Head to the computers) about non-electric clocks (pendulum, water, mechanical, 

incense, and candle).  You should also look up Marble Mazes on Youtube.com.   Write below anything you learned that 

might help you make your Maze Clock.  

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIG OL’ HINT: Think of ways to SLOW DOWN the marble. 
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PART 8:  DESIGN PHASE 

You and your team are to talk about what you want your maze to look like and draw it in rough form below. 

Include dimensions (lengths of each side and feature).   

          

  
 

Each person should have a drawing in their book for grading purposes. 

 

PART 9: MATERIALS NEEDED 

 

After teacher review and ok of design plan your team should get: 

a) Wood strips from wood scrap bin 1 

b) Foam 

c) Cardboard and cardstock 

d) Sheers (to cut cardboard) 

e) Glue gun and a glue stick 

f) Popsicle sticks 

g) Need something else or want to bring something else and try it.. ask Mr. Brager 

 

 

 

 

 

The reason we do 

this rough drawing 

is so you can collect 

your ideas on 

paper and we can 

try to not waste 

the materials. 
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PART 10: ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 

 

In class or at home you can work to earn additional points for yourself by: 

 

A. (30 points). Research and make a PowerPoint on the differences between the NSA, CIA and FBI and what they 

do. 

B. (20 Points) Research and make a PowerPoint on Atomic Clocks or Quartz Clocks and teach us how one of them 

work.  

C. (25 Points) Write a creative story about the mission up to this point and why you only have one digital clock that 

was running out of power. (minimum 2 pages, double spaced writing) 

D. (# points depends) Write a Poem about clock or time in general.  

E. (one point for each vocabulary word) Make a crossword puzzle using a crossword puzzle maker.  The words 

must relate to this unit, be correctly spelled and have the correct definition.  

F. (25 points) Take pictures as you build and make a stop animation or Photostory 3 on the construction of your 10 

second Maze Clock.  

G. (20 points)  You decide when you make it home to leave the secret agent business and make music about your 

adventures. Make a rap or short song about your secret agent work.  

H. (25 points) Hey this clock might be marketable (sold to others) Create a unique, clever and catchy advertising 

flyer (tri-fold) for your Maze Clock. 

I. (25 points) Make a quick 30 second to 1 minute advertisement video for your clock.  (5 bonus points if it is 

selected to be shown in the cub report).  

J. Have another related project you want to do?  Ask Mr. Brager 

 

Be prepared to present your project to the class.  The alternative projects can be done (and points earned) until the last 

day of the quarter.  

 

PART 11: COUNTDOWN DAY (TICK TICK) 

 

You and your team can test at anytime, but near the end of the designated time you will be asked to test your clock. 

• Be ready when it is your turn to test your clock. 

• Work together and talk using positive words. 

• Cheer others successes and never tease other failures. (even if you’re a different agent team) 

• Participate with paying polite attention even when it is not your turn to test your clock. 

• Have a question, ask it.   

• If you see something you really like on maze, let them know. 

 

 

PART 12: DATA COLLECTION ON TEST DAY (see data collection video) 

 

Using the second timer projected on the screen, or one on your phone.  Test your clock.   

 

How long did it take for one marble to fall through your marble maze clock?     ______________ 

 

Keep making changes until you are ready for me to test your clock.   Check out the table on the next page to see what 

your max score can be based on the time it takes.  

 

Life hack:  Praise in 

public, and if 

necessary criticize 

in private   
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Max Points Possible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 13.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 
Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing this FLEARN 

again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned in your lifetime outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

Max Score  

Self Grading of FLEARN 4 You circle number in regular pencil, Mr. Brager in Red Pen

Barely Partially Completed Mostly Well Total

Not Done Started Done Sloppily Done Done Multiplier Points

Safety plan followed 0 1 2 3 4 5 x4

Design drawing complete 0 1 2 3 4 5 x4

Clock ready for check 0 1 2 3 4 5 x4

Worked well with team 0 1 2 3 4 5 x4

Reflection done well 0 1 2 3 4 5 x4

 100 Total Points Possible Total Points _________

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

Adapted from a lesson by Tom Mileson, Park Middle School Technology Teacher, Retired.  

 

PART 1:  THE PROBLEM 

Humpty Dumpty has hired you and your team to design and build the safest car for him and his family.  Humpty has so 

much faith in your ability that he is willing to be the person to test your car in a crash simulation.    

 

Your goal: Build a car that fits onto the crash base that protects Humpty from damage during three crash tests.  

One crack to the shell and he dies.  

 

PART 2:  THE PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this team activity is for students to take an assigned problem/challenge and complete the following: 

a) Research about car crash safety devices 

b) Discuss and Design a car using a variety of materials to choose from.  

c) Build and test it (with a plastic crash test egg) 

d) Redesign  

e) Rebuild or fine tune 

f) Test (with Humpty (a hardboiled egg) and prepare to present. 

g) Debriefing: Presentation of skills and knowledge learned 

 

Team building and cooperation skills are an important part of this activity.  

 

PART 3: DESIGN CRITERIA 

 

Your Crash Test Car must: 

• Be safe and low cost (no sharp edges, unsafe flying off parts or exploding parts) 

• Be durable (Be able to survive the testing {this car will fly very high two times}) 

• Be less than 9 inches long and 3 inches wide.   

• You can use the materials provided or bring your own.  

 

PART 4: DESIGN TEAM 

 

The design team can be two or three people.  More than one can be made, but only one is used for the final grading.   

People who decide to work by themselves lose 20% of the possible points for this activity.  

 

 

 

 

  Crash Test Omelet 

STUDENT TO STUDENT SAFETY TIPS: 

“Sharp is sharp, hot is hot….figure it out”  
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PART 5: TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR FLEARN. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed:    

e) All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

f) Scissors and Sheers  

g) Foam Cutter (Very Hot) 

h) Glue Gun (Very Hot and Sticky) 

PART 6: SAFETY  

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or watching all 

safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.  

  

  

PART 7:  RESEARCH PHASE 

You and your team are to research (Head to the computers) about Car Crash Safety Features). Write below anything 

you learned that might help you make a car that will keep Humpty safer.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Search Keyword Ideas (This list was generated by students…want to add more ideas let Mr. B know) 

 

• Crash Safety Features 

• Crash Protection Ideas 

• Egg Crash Car designs 

• Egg crash car materials 

• Egg Drop 

• Save Humpty Dumpty Egg Drop 
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PART 8:  DESIGN PHASE 

You and your team are to talk about what you want your car to look like and label the safety features. Include 

dimensions (lengths of each side and feature).   

 

 

 

 

 

TOP VIEW 
 

 

 

 

 

Side View 
 

 

 

 

 

Each person should have a drawing in their book for grading purposes. 

 

PART 9: MATERIALS NEEDED 

 

After teacher review and ok of Safety Plan your team should get: 

 

a) Materials from Crash Test Supply Bin; and  

b) Cardboard, foam or wood 

c) Glue gun  

 

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.quickhealth.net/2011/8-cracking-ideas-for-eggs/&ei=6sVWVYW9JIXQtQXRsoDgBg&bvm=bv.93564037,d.b2w&psig=AFQjCNFb8PdfuDXsfKTIuF5D1UJkOkwizA&ust=1431836501503305
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PART 10: ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 

 

In class or at home you can work to earn additional points for yourself by: 

 

A. (20 points). Research and make a PowerPoint on the history of car 

safety technology. 

B.  (25 Points) Write a creative story about the Humpty family and why 

they need a car.  You can include Humpty’s experience testing the car 

as well. (minimum 2 pages, double spaced writing) 

C. (# points depends) Write a Poem about eggs, omelets, cars or crashing 

in general.  

D.  (25 points) Take pictures as you build and make a stop animation, .GIF, vine or Photostory 3 on the construction 

of your Humpty Mobile.  

E. (20 points)  Humpty’s bravery to test the vehicle inspires you. Make a rap or short song about your new hero 

Humpty. 

F. (25 points) Hey your car, or special safety feature might be marketable (sold to others)  Create a unique, clever 

and catchy advertising flyer (tri-fold) for your car or the special feature. 

G. (25 points) Make a quick 30 second to 1 minute advertisement video for your vehicle.  (5 bonus points if it is 

selected to be shown in the cub report).  

 

Be prepared to present your project to the class.  The alternative projects can be done (and points earned) until the last 

day of the quarter.  

 

PART 11: COUNTDOWN DAY (Buckle-Up Humpty) 

 

On the day we try the crash test of Humpty, you and your team need to do the following to earn full points. 

• Be ready when it is your turn to test your crash test car. 

• Work together and talk using positive words. 

• Cheer others successes and never tease other failures. (even if you’re a different agent team) 

• Participate with paying polite attention even when it is not your turn to test your crash car. 

• Have a question, ask it.   

• If you see something you really like on a car, let them know. 

 

 

PART 12: DATA COLLECTION ON TEST DAY (see data collection video) 

 

Mass of your car without base.   Total Mass of Car without base or Humpty_____________grams____ 

Mass of Humpty.  Total Mass of Humpty ______________grams____ 

 

Ratio of Humpty’s Mass to Mass of Car = (Humpty Mass/Mass of Car) = __________________________________ 

 

How many crashes did Humpty survive?  □ 0   □ 1  □  2   □  All Three 

Was your vehicle less than 3 inches wide and nine inches long? Yes  □ No □ (this impacts your grade) 
 

 

Life hack:  Look for something positive to 

tell five people per day and you become 

more positive in how you deal with others. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCLi_3aKl2sgCFYT9HgodPa4FZw&url=http://nationalrealtynewsnetwork.com/2015/08/31/new-broken-egg-coming-to-naples/&bvm=bv.105841590,d.dmo&psig=AFQjCNEbL3nVoH8-kH4poR0NwIDyoJYddQ&ust=1445748033566811
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PART 13.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 

• Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing 

this FLEARN again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned in your lifetime outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember if you did this without a group 

(aka solo) then you lose 20 points!  The 

most you can earn is 80 points on this 

FLEARN. 

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

PART 1:  THE PROBLEM 

 

You and your team are Green Energy Engineers for the automotive division of FLEARN Industries. You are 
assigned to design a model of a FLEARN solar powered car that can travel 30 feet in the shortest amount of 
time. 
 

PART 2:  THE PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this team activity is for students to be able to research, design and assemble a solar car on their own 

using the instructions provided that can: 

1. Be taken apart when done and reused.  (This is part of your grade) 

2. Travels the full distance of the course using only solar power. 

3. Is geared to travel the fastest. 

 

Teamwork, instruction reading and cooperation skills are an important part of this activity.  

 

 

PART 3: DESIGN TEAM 

 

The design team can be two or three people.  Only one vehicle can be made and used for the final race.   

 

PART 4: TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR FLEARN. 

Students may only use the tools described in this section.  They must talk to Mr. Brager for permission to use any tool 

outside of those described below.  Be ready to explain why you should be allowed to use this tool, and expect to be 

turned down.  

Tools Allowed (if certified):    

a. All tools on the tool carts are allowed for this project.  

b. Foam Cutter (Very Hot) 

c. Glue Gun (Very Hot) 

d. Sheers 

PART 5: SAFETY PLAN  

You must be certified on all tools before you can use the tool.   If you are not certified and use the tool the 

consequences can be loss of all future use of power tools, loss of all tool usage, removal from class, or watching all 

safety videos and taking a paper pencil test, or other loss of privileges.  

  Solar Racers
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PART 6:  RESEARCH the problem 

 

No computers or phones are being used in this activity. You are to look at the 

instructions provided. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 7: THINK:  Read the instructions provided for the solar racer.  Before assembling your solar racer, talk about how 

you will put it together. 
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PART 8: DESIGN: Draw how you will put your solar racer together.  Label and include as many details as possible. 

Given enough detail that someone could build your solar racer from the drawing. 

 

 
 

 

PART 9:  Before BUILD:  Do both of the below before assembly 

 

• Before taping or using hot glue, layout all the pieces of your design.    

• How will you be able to take it easily apart when you are done? 

• Have we considered all the ways possible to make the car the fastest it can be?\ 

 

PART 9: BUILD AND TEST YOUR VEHICLE 

 

Is there anything that you notice that could make your vehicle go faster?  Make the change and see what happens.   

 

PART 10: Getting ready for RACE DAY (VROOM VROOM) 

On the day we do races you and your team need to do the following to earn full points. 

• Be ready when it is your turn to race. 

• Work together and talk using positive words. 

• Cheer others successes and never tease other failures. 

• Participate with paying polite attention even when it is not your turn to race. 

• Have a question, ask it.   

• If you see something you really like on another car, let them know. 

 

Life Hack:  Being 

a good sport 

leads to more 

friends.   
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PART 11:  RACE DAY DATA 

Collect the following data before racing:   

 

 Name of Car: ________________ 

  

 Total Mass of Vehicle __________________grams 

 

 Front of car to Center of Mass point is __________ cm (Mr. Brager will do a demo on this, Ask Him) 

 

PART 15: (SIDE FLEARN) ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS 

 

In class or at home you can work to earn additional points for yourself, or as a team, by: 

A.  (25 Points) Research and make a PowerPoint on solar cars, hybrid cars or fuel cell cars.  You can also research 

green technologies.  

B. (30 Points) Write a creative story about a electric cars, min. 2 pages typed.  

C. (# points depends) Write a Poem about your vehicle or design team.  

D. (one point for each vocabulary word) Make a crossword puzzle using a crossword puzzle maker.  The words 

must relate to this unit, be correctly spelled and have the correct definition.  

E. (25 points) Take pictures as you build and make a stop animation, GIF,  Vine or Photostory 3 on the construction 

of your dragster.  

F. (30 points)  Make a rap, musical jingle or short song to promote your car design to the world.  

G. (25 points) Create a unique, clever and catchy advertising flyer (tri-fold) for your model. 

H. (25 points) Make a quick 30 second to 1 minute advertisement video for your vehicle.  (5 bonus points if it is 

selected to be shown in the cub report).  

I. Have another related project you want to do?  Ask Mr. Brager 

 

Be prepared to present your project to the class.  The alternative projects can be done (and points earned) until the last 

day of the quarter.  

 

PART 16.  REFLECTION (USE COMPLETE SENTENCES for full points) 
Tell me one thing you would have done differently or that you could have done better if you were doing this FLEARN 

again. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

• Tell me one thing you learned while doing this FLEARN. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How long did it take to go 30 feet? 

 

_____________________Seconds 
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• Can you see one way that you might use any skill you learned doing this in the future, outside of school? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only write 

in pencil in 

this book 
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The learning goal of this class is for students to safely learn to solve their own 

problems, projects, tasks and questions using technology, teammates and tools. 

PART 1:  What is Electronics  

Electronics is the design of circuits to control of behavior and movement of electrons.  

 

OR 

 

It is controlling electric energy to do something. 

 

PART 2:  The Learning Goals 

 

The purpose of this unit is for students to build and understand electrical circuits that do different things.  It is the goal 

of this unit that students will understand: 

1. What is an electrical circuit? 

2. What is a short circuit? 

3. How to write a simple schematic? 

4. How a motor works? 

5. How sound can activate a circuit? 

6. What is a resistor? 

7. Series and parallel circuits? 

8. What is a light emitting diode (LED) and why are they directional? 

9. What is a conductor? 

10. How electronics is fun and Cool and EXCITING AND … (sorry I got carried away in all the excitement) 

 

PART 3: PARTNER UP 

 

Two people per team and you switch back and forth between: One person building and one person writes the 

schematic. 

 

PART 4: CLEAN UP 

 

As this is used by multiple class periods, you and your partner will be assigned to a certain box.  You are responsible for 

your pieces and that they are put away properly.  We will discuss what should happen if the box is left a mess, or has 

missing parts as a class and decide on what we will do? 

 

Part 5: Grading 

 

You and your partner will be given the SNAP Electronics 1 Packet and after we go over the PROJECT 1, you will be able 

to work at your own pace.  A completed worksheet is worth 5 points.  Once you have built the project AND written the 

schematics done have it checked off by Mr. Brager, then go on to the next project.  After 10 Projects you do a challenge, 

then you get to pick a build you want from anywhere in the book.  

  SNAP Electronics  
Did I really 

use the word 

“things”? 

AARGH! 
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CHOICE FLEARNS OVERVIEW 
 

So what happens when you and your team are done with their projects, but the most of the class is not yet done?  You 

do not need to wait for others to finish there project.  You can: 

 

1. Do an Alternative FLEARN for more points (either by yourself or with your teammates) 

2. Check out what Choice FLEARNS are available for you todo.  These can either be ‘Make and Take’ or ‘TECHNOLOGY’ 

CHOICE FLEARN to work on your own, or maybe you and someone else will each do the same one at the same time.    

These can also be projects to work on during open shop.  

3. Improve one of your previous projects and have Mr. Brager regrade it.  

 

Here is how CHOICE FLEARN works: 

 

• Find the “MAKE and Take” Packet and choose what you want to build. 

• Go online and find a small  (as in fits in your locker) project you want to do.  Show a picture or plans for 

it to Mr. Brager and he can see if he has materials for it and what tools you need to use.  

• Look at the Approved Technology List and choose an activity. 

• Research and have plans for a project you want to complete.  Mr. Brager will see if he has the materials 

and if the project is ok.  

 

These projects can only be worked on if you have gotten your FLEARN graded and are waiting for others, during open 

shop or during after school or weekend events.  You are not to work on them if you have in class work to complete.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please remember that this program is constantly improving and 

Mr. Brager is learning while you learn.  Be patient with him.   

Your ideas are important on how this program can improve. 

IDEAS TO MAKE THIS CLASS BETTER!  (please come up with ideas how this class could be better and share 

them with Mr. Brager). 


